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Engine* roar, a tractor strains under a 12,000 pound weight, the crowd cheers. With a
variety of modified car, airplane and tank engines, 400 entrants in 12 classes braved
the rainy weekend and wet track at Wood County Fairgrounds in the 11th annual
National Tractor PulliogChamptonshlps. Competing for a $40,000 prize purse, the

contest drew individual and team pullers from as distant as New York. Each tractor
had to pull its designated weight a lull 300 feet on Its first attempt. Total attendance
for the three day event was estimated at 70,000 with Saturday's crowd the largest

Political deal consummated in 1910

University traded for 'wet vote'
By Deb Sperling
Staff Reporter
The year is 1910. Prohibition, urged by reformers like
the ax-wielding, saloon-busting Carrie Nation, looms on
the political horizon in 1920.
A hot issue in the Ohio legislature at that time was
whether the Rose Law - which said that the county shall
decide if it will allow liquor sales - should be suspended
and cities given the right to individually decide if they
want to be "wet" or "dry."
THE LEGISLATURE was also busy in 1910 expanding
Ohio's higher public education facilities, and had decided
to award two normal schools to the best qualified northern
cities.
Seventeen cities vied to have then - Governor Judson
Harmon's Normal School Commission choose them. Each
potential site had to have a sizeable population within a 25mile radius; available land; be near a railroad or other

transportation line and have a "moral" atmosphere.
A third scenario begins with Bowling Green resident
Frank A. Thomas; described in his Sentinel-Tribune
obituary as a "fine, public spirited citizen ... a natural
organizer ... liberal to a fault and extremely loyal to
friends."
Thomas was elected as one of Wood County's
representatives to the Ohio House in 1910. He ran on a
"dry" platform and was pledged to oppose any city option
proposals.
THE NORMAL SCHOOL Commission had ruled out
various cities as sites because they already had colleges.
Findlay and Toledo, thus eliminated, gave their
legislative support to Bowling Green as their choice for
the college site. Bowling Green and Fremont eventually
became the top two contenders in northwest Ohio, and
Ravena was eventually chosen as the site for the Kent
Normal School in the northeast
Just as Thomas wanted the normal school to be in

Bowling Green, Senator Thomas A. Dean of Fremont
wanted it to be in his city. Dean was an ardent supporter
of the city option issue and entered legislation throughout
1910-11 urging its adoption.
A February, 1911 Sentinel-Tribune story opposed Dean's
most recent bill, warning that "if not defeated, (it) would
reinstate 1,100 saloons within the state." Where Dean saw
tax revenues, the Sentinel and 1,179 BG residents who
petitioned Thomas to oppose Dean's bill saw vice.
As both cities made land appropriations to woo the
Commission's favor, Thomas was hailed by the Wood
County Democrat, a local paper, as a "true friend of BG in
his efforts to bring the normal here." (Doubtless Bowling
Green's "moral atmosphere" was demonstrated to the
Commission by such opposition to the Dean bill).
LIKEWISE, Sen. Dean was noted in a Sentinel-Tribune
story as "the sole and conspicuous opponent to the normal
for BG ... and also the official representative of 'wet'
interests in the Ohio legislature."
.v.vv ...
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sports: the smiling face of fascism
By Rock E.ROM
Jokes abound about Jerry Ford playing football at
Michigan without his helmet, leading to a punchline
describing Ford's lack or intelligence and balance. The
assumption underneath the rib is that playing football
with a helmet is safe. To a degree, the helmet does
provide safety, but only for the player. The player may
leave tha game without bruises, but he is marked for life,
with a cancer which will influence not only him, but the
rest of society. Athletes don't just die after finishing their
athletic career, or even fade away; they become
politicians and business leaders, spreading the infection
that has been eating their ideology since early childhood.
BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN, the athletic system is
basically the same as in America; the coach runs the
entire life of the athlete. Every major decision is made by
the coach. This process of decision-making has developed
the communist athletes into highly disciplined people,
loyal to the state. Poets, scientists and ballet dancers
defect in hordes from the Eastern European countries,
but almost unanimously, the communist athlete has
chosen to remain in his or her home country.
Athletics in Eastern Europe has bred the perfect
communist citizen, loyal to the state and comfortable in a
society which demands obedience. The influence of the
coach upon the athlete in the Soviet Union, dominated by
the individualistic sports of gymnastics, track and field,
weightlifting, and the winter sports, is miniscule when
compared to the effect of the American coach upon the
members of his team. The communist athlete can switch
coaches at will, for his duty is to the state, and not the
coach.
THE AMERICAN ATHLETE, HOWEVER, has been
indoctrinated from the first years of Wonderbread into the
take-order complex of the carbon-copy totalitarian
system. The inflexibility of the athletic system in
America has turned us into a nation of hypocrisy,
preaching free will and choice. On the other hand, we
produce millions of miniature fascists, primed to unleash
the same system of law and order they were taught, upon
another generation of eager-to-please children.
From the first year of Little League to the last year of
high school, the supreme status of the coach is impressed
upon the athlete. Creativity is suppressed because of its
subversive nature, and obedience is demanded. The
budding athlete spends six years under the total control of
the high school coach, preparing to spend another lour
years under the control of the college coach. If the athlet«is highly successful, he will spend ten additional years
bending his knee to a professional coach.

FREEDOM OF DESIRE, ONCE thought to be the
cornerstone of democracy, has fallen prey to the reserve
clause and waiver system. After 20 years of indoctrination of following orders, it is incredible to believe
that America can think a forty year-old athlete, recently
retired, will immediately snap out of the habit of
totalitarianism.
The immense popularity of team sports has increased
the necessity for the team to win, if the franchise or school
wishes to survive. The necessity to win has taken on the
intensity of war, with the chain of commands and
penalties for disobedience attendant In war. The athlete
becomes commpletely submerged in the team, laying
personal goals and needs aside to enhance the chances of
victory.
WHEN THE ATHLETE LEAVES BEHIND SPORTS,
and enters a society where orders are answerable to taw
and not winning ability, the association of winning with
discipline is not forgotten. The increasing number of exathletes in politics can only lead to more Haldemans and
Ehrlichmans, loyal only to their direct superior.
Instead of nurturing and encouraging the growth of
democracy, sports has Americanized totalitarianism, and
elevated the coach into the only unassailable position in
America. Johnson and Nixon were surprised at the opposition to the Vietnam War, because they were the
coaches, and players don't second guess the coach. Vince
I iOinbardi has been romanticized to no end, but he was a
dictator in the worst sense, lording over grown men in a
manner Mussolini would have admired.
IF AMERICA IS TO REMAIN A democracy, its major
institutions must become democratic. It is impossible to
expect athletes, who someday will lead this country, to be
placed in an environment of oppression and disregard that
oppression. The oppression will surface at a later date,
just as it surfaced in Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson,
Nixon and Ford. America's institutions have become a
training center for totalitarianism, and athletics is the
most effective of those institutions to strike at an early
age. It is insane to expect children to ignore the rhetoric
of fascism placed before them in their formative years.
The greatest threat posed to democracy by sports is the
graduation of sports figures into politics. Athletes carry
their infection of fascism into the political world, and turn
government into a game, which it is most emphatically
not. Nixon could ignore millions of protesters because
they were players and he the coach. Nixon could allow
millionns to be killed in Vietnam, because foreign policy
was only a game. He wasn't killing people, but discarding
players.

NO OFFENSE. The University has been going through
many changes this summer; construction has been
non-stop. On the lawn west of the Library, metal posts
were set in the ground, and shrubs will be planted,
enclosing the corners of the grass. The reason? To
prevent the creation of diagonal paths across the lawn.
Short-cuts to classes will not be so easy now, but think
how much prettier the campus will look.
PEOPLE MAGAZINE, PLUS. A falcon feather goes in
the cap of Dr. Ray B. Browne, professor and chair of
the Popular Cultur? Department, who was recently
named a University Professor, one of the highest
honors given to a faculty member. The recognition,
presented by the Board of Trustees, is given to those
whose creative professional achievements have
received national recognition beyond limitations of a
narrow field of interest and who are models in
scholarship and teaching. Browne recently was the
subject of a feature article in PEOPLE magazine.
SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW.
For
"Dorothy," there is no place like home. "Home" is not
a farm in Kansas for this "Dorothy," but a new house
in Palm Coast, Florida. And "Dorothy" is Dorothy
Donnells, clerical specialist at the University Archives
for seven years. To those who were fortunate enough to
have worked with her, Mrs. Donnells was one of the
most helpful, concerned and enthusiastic members of
the University staff. Her knowledge and support were
greatly appreciated and we all thank her and wish her
the very best in Florida.
TO MY FALCON FEATHER FANS ... thanks for
reading!
^___
indrra ausan pltkov.
SPORTS DOESN'T HAVE TO BE A TOTALITARIAN
institution, just as our educational and religious systems
don't have to be totalitarian. But enough people desire the
order fascism offers, rather than the creative inspiration
sports could provide, were it democratic. Sports has
adopted the methods of the Catholic Church, and imprisoned generation after generation in a continuous
stream of orders and oppression. The greatest threat to
our democracy is not communism, but the fascist nature
of sports in our time, and the graduates it produces. And
with a new class of fascists graduating each year, it appears the American Revolution, long in question, will
finally disappear under the smiling face of fascism.
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guest columnist

You've come a long way, baby
By Mary I «u Greene
I am a woman interested
in my rights. I understand
my
sex
is
being
discriminated against. The
fight against any form of
discrimination is a worthycause.
SEX DISCRIMINATION
IS PRACTICED in the U.S.
in an obvious and abusive
contradiction of our
Constitutional "equality."
It is proven over and over
again.
The educational system
drags women into a hole.
Six million women in public
education are enrolled in
nongainful homemaking
courses, 30 per cent in
secretarial or other officetraining programs, and
only 8 per cent in fields
dominated by men.
Secretary of Commerce,
Juanita Kreps, says that
the median earnings for a
woman are only 58 per cent
of the median for a man.
The
earnings
in
Washington, D.C. are a
good example of this. In
1975. the average salary for
press secretaries for each
Congressional office was
$10,878 for a woman and

$26,600 for a man. The
average Senate salary for a
woman was $10,260 and
$17,670 for a man.
CONSIDER ALSO HOW
working conditions are
used to exploit women.
Due to the dangerous level
of lead in one plant, 26
women were asked to
transfer to another section
of the plant. Lead is linked
to stillbirths, miscarriages,
birth defects, increased
infant mortality, and
chromosomal
abnormalities. Therefore, if
a woman had any chance of
ever becoming pregnant,
she was transferred; 17
women were moved at a
cut in pay.
THAT IS bad enough,
but at that same time, the
officials knew that lead is
also poisonous to men. It
can decrease a man's
fertility, have a toxic effect
on gonads. and change
sperm production and
strength. Men can also
transmit birth defects. To
correct these fallacies, an
Occupational Safety and
Health Act was set up
under the Department of
Labor, but that offered
little encouragement. At a

Washington conference on
the problems of women in
the work place. Assistant
Labor Secretary Eula
Bingham said there would
soon be new safety standards for levels of lead, but
no date was mentioned.
Attempts have been
made to try to correct this
abuse, with little or no
support. Representatives
Pat Schroeder and Charlie
Rose organized the House
Fair Employment Practices Committee. Unfortunately, less than one-fifth
of the representatives
joined. And the picture
grows dimmer.
THE EQUAL
employment
opportunity
Commission
(EEOC), the only agency
created to deal with
discrimination in employment and to deal with
individuals directly, is a
mess. In the fall of 1976, it
was discovered that the
EEOC has few or no accounting systems in their
regional offices and there
were more than 100,000
uninvestigated complaints.
Their operating procedures
should be charged with
criminal negligence.

If you don't have a Job,
you won't get much help
finding one.
Work
Incentives (WIN), a
training program under the
Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, prefer
teenage boys and men as
employes.
If a woman does get a job
through this organization,
she is paid 50 cents an hour
less than a male. Social
Security benefits are not as
supportive for women as
they are for men.
The Supreme Court
decision that a woman has
the right to an abortion was
a short-lived victory for the
movement
toward
equality. Now, it seems to
be back-firing. In October,
1976, an act was passed by
Congress which prevents
the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare
(HEWl from paying for
abortion services except
when the mother's life is in
danger. This act denies the
availability of quality
abortion services to poor
mothers.
PUBLICALLY FUNDED
hospitals can refuse
abortion services, even
if
they
are
the

only hospital in the area.
In fact, the only step left to
make abortions completely
illegal is to amend the
Constitution,
thus
overriding the Supreme
Court decision. More than
90 members of Congress
have already introduced
that amendment.
Though these facts are
infuriating, the progress
being made can't be
overlooked. Whether inspired by the feminist
movement or simply
common sense, there have
been great improvements
made in this quest for
equality.
An
overwhelming
number of organizations
are available to women, in
an effort to change the
system
today.
The
educational system is one
area making progress. An
educational amendment
(called Title IX) states that
an institution cannot
discriminate on the basis of
sex if they receive federal
financial assistance. It is
enforced by HEW.
In 1974. the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act was
passed stating that credit
agencies
cannot

discriminate on the basis of
sex or marital status. If an
applicant is refused credit,
they have the right to know
why.
ABORTION RIGHTS,
almost considered a
hopeless
cause,
is
receiving some support.
An injunction by Federal
District Judge John F.
Doollng permits abortion
services for women relying
on welfare. There are
several organizations
instituted to fight for legal
abortions, such as the
National Abortion Rights
I/eague and American ('ml
Liberties Union.
WOMEN HAVE MADE
respectable progress in the
job market and are still
market and are still
progressing. Many gripes
of the feminist movement
have been acted upon and
are being considered for
action. The fight is important; without it there
will be no victory. But, no
victory is won overnight,
So, keep nagging, baby.
You've come a long way
and you've got a long way
to go.

Voices
rebuttal
The editorial page of The News formerly
carried the banner, "Justice is founded on
truth." While the words have been
removed, the basic concept of the adage
remains the same. Truth carries meaning,
validity and authority and is judged and
accepted as such.
Misrepresentation, unsubstantiated
writings and pointless ramblings carry' a
different meaning; ignorance.
The editorial, "Athletics: Stripping the
Ivy Walls," which appeared August 17, falls
into the latter category and is laden with
evidence that it is impossible for someone to
intelligently write about a subject that is
totally outside of his scope and-or understanding.
I will not quarrel with the lack of writing
expertise evidenced in the editorial - that is
excusable for someone who has had no
apparent formal training. However. I do
take exception to some of the "facts"
presented in this piece.
True, Mr. Ross, the intercollegiate
athletic role was questioned in the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations
f ACGFA). But isn't that the purpose of the
ACGFA committee; to examine, question
and determine the allocations?
This was no major departure from
regularity. The athletic budget goes before
ACGFA every year, and is examined yearly.
Why do you persist in falsely portraying this
as a major issue?
The BG News was also questioned at the
meetings, Mr. Ross, but then you were on
the other side of the proverbial fence. At the
meeting, you questioned salaries and
policies of the paper. As an outlet for your

"articles" (and I use the term loosely I, all compete for those? Maybe we should
abolish the grading system because it
though. The News is okay, right?
But. hypocrisies aside, your most recent shares a competitive trait with athletics.
But wait, then we would have to abolish
editorial venture still stands on feeble legs.
You mention the true purpose of the University entrance requirements or
University, ala the quote above the side door standards. After all, they are largely based
of McFall Center. Is this to say that on grades.
This idea would allow the University to
academics and athletics are mutually exadmit everyone, but that would have to
clusive?
The ancient Greeks some of the most include athletes and those interested in
noted and oft-quoted scholars In history' saw athletics. Seems as though we're back
athletics as important. The result of their where we started, doesn't it, Mr. Ross?
That's logical though, because a circle has
interest is the Olympic Games.
no end. just as circular reasoning has no
Athletics and academics exist for nearly end.
Your article also states that "athletics
the same purposes:
development,
opened a vista for sexual stereotyping...."
maturation, individuality and education.
Yes, Mr. Ross, education encompasses Stereotyping, sexual or otherwise, has been
more than what is learned in a university around for a lot longer than intercollegiate
classroom or an athletic field. Education is athletics, as have bias, prejudice and
multi-faceted, and to categorize it as bigotry. 1 also strongly doubt that the
women attending this university on athletic
anything less is a gross error.
Do we encourage those who are interested scholarships and grants would consider
or talented only in academics at the expense themselves on the short end of the stick.
Also, you state that "the donations with
of those whose talents and-or interests run
along athletic lines? And, Mr. Ross, despite conditions are usually given for scholarwhat you may believe there are those whose ships in the academic area, and would have
talents and interests lie in both areas. Do we been received, athletic program or not,"
accept only certain people with certain when referring to scholarship and grant
interests and characteristics? I seem to donations.
Before you make such a statement, you
remember a German fellow who tried that.
To advocate the abolishment of in- should check your facts, or lack of them.
tercollegiate athletics is to advocate not a You could avoid statements which have
better form of academics or education, but a little, if any, basis. This year's Falcon Club
narrow one. Society, in many ways, is based received over $150,000 in its athletic funon competition; idealistic philosophies and draising efforts, including grants and
desires notwithstanding. Even your "ivy scholarships with stipulations and-or conwalls" house students full of competitive ditions. $150,000 may be "almost nil" to you,
but I view it as a rather tidy sum.
desires.
Your final reference, Mr. Ross, that
Ever hear of grades, Mr. Ross? Don't we

persons with athletic intersts "would not be
the type of person that the University or
society needs," leaves me with one question.
Who or what has given you the authority to
decide what is best for the University or for
society?
If you have this infinite gift of wisdom and
foresight, you should be out helping in the
real world, iastead of playing junior radical
in a college environment. I'm sure society
would be interested in what is best for it.
That question has plagued mankind for
centuries, and all the time, you've had the
answer: abolish intercollegiate athletics.
I assume your article was in the form of
what used to be called a "letter to the
editor," since you are not on the staff of the
paper. The article, however, seems to be in
the form of an editorial, which by traditional
standards, represents the editorial board or
opinion of the publication. In this area, the
article is a blatant misrepresentation.
As Sports (that means athletics, Mr.
Ross) Editor for The News, I cannot accept
your ramblings. That your article was not
categorized as a "letter to the editor," or
"guest columnist," is a tragic mistake on
the part of the editorial editor, for in
presenting the article this way, we have all
been lumped together as sharing your
opinion.
True, Mr. Ross, you are entitled to that
opinion, but I, for one, haven't the smallest
desire to be associated with it, nor do I think
a newsroom poll would give you 100 per cent
backing.
Kevin Coffey
519 Ridge St, Apt. M
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Buyers unavailable for comment

Price war increases retail Levi sales
By Deb Sperling
SUH Reporter
A nation-wide price war, drastically cutting the retail
price of Levi Jeans since June, has filtered from big cities
to smaller ones like Bowling Green. LaSalle's department
store, following orders from Its main office In Toledo, has
cut its price on most styles of Levi's to $9.99 from a
previous average price of f 16 a pair.
Although aware of what LaSalle's is doing, other BG
merchants carrying Levi Strauss' famous pants say they
won't follow suit. "Buzz" L. Warren of Cross' Men's Wear
and Jeans and Things said he doesn't think they'll change
their prices because of the unacceptable profit margin.
Warren speculated that if the prices remain low, most

stores will have to rely on volume sales; something a
larger store like LaSalle's can do and smaller stores like
Jeans and Things cannot.
Bud Johns, public relations spokesman for Levi Strauss
in San Francisco commented that "in the long run, the
price cuts will help us. In the past, we've been the number
one Jean in America. With a lower price, presumably
more people will buy our Jeans than ever before."
Dennis W. Diestler, sales representative for Levi's Jean
division in Toledo explained that Levi Strauss is
prevented by Federal Trade Commission rules from
dictating or even suggesting what retailers charge for
their products. "Of course Levi is concerned whenever
retailers are having a marking (pricing) problem," he
said. "But the parent company won't be hurt because the
retailer will have to pay the same wholesale price."
The Den on East Wooster St. expects their fall stock of
Levi Jeans to be priced at about $19.50 per pair. A
salesman there said their current price is low to clear
merchandise left over from a sale they had last spring.
Manager Jan Quigley of The Gap at Franklin Park Mall
said their sales have been "excellent" since the price war
hit Toledo. About 55 per cent of The Gap's stock is Levi
brand clothing.

That ol' miner Levi Strauss has been caught with
his pants down - along with his prices - due to the
recent price war in blue Jeans. And the best part
of the deal for BG students? The price war went
into effect Just In time to pick up a pair or two
before fall quarter begins in September.

Quigley noted that while it may be unusual to have a
certain style on sale, The Gap often has sales on Levi
products. "The lower priced ($11.99) Levi's are the same
product as before," she emphasized. "The pants still
have the guarantee and people really appreciate the
savings."
Johns said that it is unlikely that even smaller stores
would stop carryinng the Levi line, "because Levi is
number one in the public's eye. Since we plan on staying
number one, why would a store drop us?"

Moore to speak
Summer commencement
under the sun. Let's hope
so. At 10 a.m. Saturday,
August 27, graduation
exercises will be held on
the lawn west of University
Hall. Providing it doesn't
rain, that is.
If it does rain, graduation
will be postponed until 2
p.m. but will be held in the
same location. If it looks
like rain all day, the Grand
Ballroom will be the site of
the ceremony at 11 a.m.
Seating will be on a first
come, first serve basis.
University President

Hollis A. Moore Jr. will be
the only speaker presiding
over the exercises. Each
graduate will have his
name read aloud as he
receives his diploma.
In case of rain, four
telephone numbers are
available for information
about where and when the
ceremony will be held.
These numbers are: 3722531 (off-campus number
to reach University information), 372-2741 (Union
information), 372-2445
(Fact Line) and 372-2006
(Registrar).

'Wet'vs. 'dry,'
Fremont vs. BG
from pg. 1
Fighting for their constituents' respective best interests
from both Ohio houses, a political deal was consummated
between the two.
Dean anticipated that those who followed Thomas in the
roll call vote on his bill would probably follow Thomas'
lead; voting against the bill. Dean realized he needed
Thomas' support, and promised to give Fremont's vote to
BG in the normal school matter if Thomas would vote
"yes" on the city option issue.
Thomas saw the wisdom of not honoring his election
pledge and voted "wet" on Feb. 22,1911. On March 16.
Dean gave his vote to Bowling Green, eliminating his city
as a normal school site. (Dean's support was important,
although not crucial to Bowling Green's selection,
because he was a member of the finance committee
making appropriations for the new colleges).

Photo* By G'»g Smvttod

AS IT TURNED out, Thomas' vote did not help Dean
much. The Sentinel-Tribune reported that the "defeat of
the bill (in the House) was brought out ... through the
refusal of the members from Cuyahoga and Hamilton
counties to vote solidly in its favor, as had been confidently expected." The measure failed by a few votes
and was not reconsidered for some time.
Bowling Green has prospered immeasurably by
Thomas' foresight and political flexibility. On the liquor
issue, today each precinct has the option to allow liquor
sales, with 18 of 25 presently electing to be "dry."
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Athletics—diced, cut or canned?
By Mary Woods
Staff Reporter
Change will come; it is
inevitable.
The high cost of running
an athletic program will
ultimately force basic
changes in intercollegiate
athletics, namely the big
spender, football.
The traditional Saturday
football
game
may
someday be replaced by a
soccer game or it Just may
be deemphasized by
universities in an attempt
to control the high cost of
running sports programs.
THE
FINANCIAL
burden of sports programs,
on centers of learning,
continues to soar higher
and higher.
University
students pay $17 out of their
General Fee to support
non-revenue sports.
Attempts are continually
being made at universities
across the nation to increase their income from
revenue producing sports,
but by all indications these
efforts are failing.
In a 1973 Big Eight
conference study, it was
found that costs had increased about 91 per cent
since 1963, while income
only rose 35 per cent in the
same time period.
Charging higher ticket
prices and playing before
larger crowds is the only
answer. Universities must
choose between larger
crowds or higher ticket
prices as a means of
gaining revenue from
football.
IT IS MAINLY the

ABORTION
$150.00
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medium-sized statesupported schools and
private schools that are hit
hardest by increased costs
and these schools find it
difficult to support a
competitive football team.
The only answer is to win,
and to fill the stadium to
capacity at every home
game.
In the SO's many private
colleges purged football as
a way to preserve their
entire intercollegiate
athletic program.
This move allowed
schools to funnel money
into recreation and intramural programs and to
strengthen non-revenue
sports.
Schools such as Brandeis
University, Marquette
University, George
Washington University,
Bradley University, Xavier
University (Ohio) and
Adelphi
University
dropped the sport.

THE MOST FAMOUS
case of a university
dropping football was
probably the University of
Chicago; once a member of
the Big Ten, until 1938 when
President Robert Hutchins
announced the school
would pull out of the conference and drop the sport.
Hutchins later commented that he would
probably be remembered
only for that act. He also
blasted college football at
the time for its "crass
professionalism, all the
more
shameful
for
masquerading higher
education."
In the 70's several state
schools have disbanded
their football program.
The most recent and wellpublicized case is that of
the University of Vermont.
:

ST*BIV/M

Cinev*a I >■!

With the termination of
football at Vermont, the
state was left without a
football team in any of its
state-supported colleges.
The decision to cut the
sport was made to avoid
crippling the entire sports
program at the university.
The reasons the university

budget even with an undefeated conference
record.
Possibly
a
more
fashionable and popular
way to save the entire
sports program and
sometimes football is to
deemphasize the entire
athletic department, but

' Possibly a more fashionable and
popular way to save the entire sports
program and sometimes football is to
deemphasize the entire athletic
department, but continue to
field teams.'
cited are: the higher cost
of supporting football
compared to any other
single sport; football involves the participation of
relatively smaller numbers, when compared to the
whole program; it was the
only area where significant
savings could be made
without damaging the
physical
education
program and a wide
variety of participation
sports.
VERMONT
CONTINUES to field intercollegiate varsity teams
in 11 other sports including
their nationally known
hockey team.
Another state-supported
school that recently
dismissed the sport was the
University of California at
Riverside. Riverside could
no longer support the
sport's $165,000 annual

continue to field teams.
The huge sports conflomerates such as Ohio
State, Michigan, UCLA,
Alabama and Tennessee
cannot deemphasize. It
would result in financial
disaster.
For these
schools, winning is the only
way to remain solvent, or
on top of their debt. If a big
football school were to
suffer a losing season,
attendance would drop and
as a result so would the
revenue that supports their
multi-million dollar
budgets.
SEVERAL SCHOOLS
have taken this route of
deemphasis, two of them
being Bucknell University
and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
These
two
schools
believe in the value of
intercollegiate sports
teams as a means of

WEDNESDAY IS

ROUNDUP DAY

ROAST BEEF
PLATTER.

intr

E.\Afooster/Summit i
Open 10 -Midnij
LISTEN TO "BREAKFAST SERIAL"
MON. THRU FRI. 7:25 A.M. AND 12:15 A.M.
onWKIQ-FM93.5.

education and want to
remain competitive. They
also want to remain solvent
and retain their high
academic standards.
Former football coach at
Vanderbilt University
summed up the dilemma of
trying to keep ahead by
saying it is difficult "trying
to be Harvard five days a
week and Alabama on
Saturday."
At Bucknell, a small
private school in Pennsylvania
with
approximately 3,000 students,
gate receipts from football
in 1972 were $40,000 and
the total recruiting budget
for all 11 varsitysports
totaled$11,000. Thiscanbe
compared to the University
of Tennessee, who took in
$2.1 million at the football
gate and spent $105,000 on
recruiting alone for football.
BUCKNELL ENJOYS its
modest position although
the football team has never
filled its 17,500 seat
stadium in 50 years and
attendance at games
usually numbers about
8,000.

The school once had bigtime
intentions
by
scheduling Navy, Pitt and
Penn State.
In 1935,
Bucknell defeated Miami
in the first Orange Bowl
ever played. Even now
with the decreased budget
and deemphasis Bucknell
still fields competitive
teams.
In the 60's, the university
was named the best
college-division football
team in the East. The
swimming, golf and tennis
teams all won conference
championships in the past
few years.
Bucknell has taken the
attitude that the academic
budget comes first. They
do offer a few athletic
scholarships in order to
remain respectable, but all
grants are based on need
and all recruits must meet
the same strict admissions
standards other students
face.
Bucknell realizes, like
few schools do, that they
could never succeed in the
big-time.
PARTICIPATION of the
entire student body is
topg.8

branch out
in woods
Take a new direction with these
woodie goodies—pair 'em with your
skirts or dresses for a sensational
look to step out in. Ohhh. yes . . .
you'll be lookin' good in the dress up
woods' Open center wood wedge in
brown or black leather uppers. $23
Strappy front style with gold heel
accents in brown or multi colored
leather uppers. $23.

150 managers participate
at international program
More than ISO managers from the
United States, Canada, South America
and Europe are attending the fifth
annual Management by Objectives
i MHO i International Conference being
held today through Friday at the
University.
THE UNIVERSITY'S Management
Center is sponsoring the conference
which is designed to help managers
better understand and apply MBO
techniques, according to Gary A.
Roser, director of the University's
Management Center.
The conference is thought to be the
largest of its kind in the world.
Thirty-five
internationally-known
MBO experts and business leaders who

successfully use MBO practices will
lecture and lead workshops during the
program.
MANY OF THE workshops during
the conference will deal with case
studies of MBO practices being used at
such companies and agencies as United
Telephone Co. of Ohio, the Wakefern
Food Corporation and the Lewis
Research Center of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The Management Center, a division
of the University's College of Business
Administration, provides training,
consulting and research services to
organizations
and
individual
managers.

Classifieds
RIDES
Ride needed into Toledo
Saturdays, before 8:30. on
Monroe near bus terminal.
Soon as possible Help with
gas. Call Pat: 35? 9980 6 am
3p m
HELPWANTED

Photo by Grog Smottod

Enjoying summer's warmth before (be chilly fall weather descends on the University
is freshman Michael Shaffer relaxing on the steps of the Education building.

DAILV CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
4
8
12
14
16
17
19
20
21
23
25
26

I

ACROSS
Sphere
Slippered
Balmy
Brare
Forbidden
Louisville's
river
A kind of rake
Fence material
Accelerate
International
understandings
Enlivens
Iwilh'up")
Rational
—*»»*
2

a

' I
13

17

29
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
4t
42
43
45
47

word

I

'
h

70
23

i0

m

13

SO
'■

61
61

SI

52

53

1

■

65

30

■
■

31

37

"
M

12

16
19
1
60

62

,9

,s

35

■ L■

59

1

II

,6

22

18

*

10

'S

"
'

49 Oriental weight
50 Plays
54 Ballerina
lllanova
58 Whether—
59 Demotes
61 Legal
document
62 Barker's line
63 Los Angeles
players
64 Neck part
65 Widgeon
66 Hooi,—!
DOWN
1 Sonata, for
example

/

28

■
■w

37

S

^.

■v

33

S

■

18

26

(love notes)
Puzzling person
Greens
Swift
Olive or peanut
Individuals
Place for*
eookout
Uppish one
loss
Force back
In agreement
Sweet
Sun—, hobos
in Australia
Latin lesson

51

55

L
■

66

56

57

2 Absorbed
3 Cold wind from
Swiss Alps
4 Asian plain
5 Once owned
6 Orchestral
instrument
7 Football
plays
8 Swallowed
9 Make —
10 Ardor
11 Digits
13 Undulations
15 Canadian
province
,„ Confrontations
of a sort
24 Shoulder —
26 African
language
27 Utopian
28 Surfeited
30 Generous one
31 Detroit loot
bailers
32 Dresden's river
33 Steinbeck
character
35 Kind of fish
38 Explosives,
old style
39 Astral
41 San
,
Italy
42 Close: Poet.
44 Author, and
occasional actor
46 Swing to and
fro
48 Halts
50 Elevator sign
51 Singer Petina
52 Cut
53 In the
55 Kind of cheese
56 No one: Lat.
57 PartofYMCA
60 Born

Restaurant Help
Victoria
Station is accepting ap
plications for salad makers,
dishwashers, cocktail ser
vers, hosts, hostesses and
bus help. Fill out ap
plications AAon. thru Fri. 1 to
5 p.m. Victoria Station is an
equal opportunity employer

1418 S Reynolds Rd
WANTED

yr. Call 35? 7490

Studious M needs quiet
rmmte. tor Fall 1 bdrm. apt.
«th St. $80 plus elcc. plus
security deposit. Jr., Sr., or
Grad student preterred. 1
513 256 7978.
1 F. rmmte. lor 77 78 school
yr. I blk. trom campus. 35?
1146
F. rmmt. lor 77 78 school yr.
»75 Sally alter 5 1 478 711
(Toledo).
1 F. rmmt. Fall, wtr„ Sprg.
353 2485.
M. rmmte. tor 77 78 school

Needed. F. rmmte. Sept. to
June. *80 mo 35? 85?I.
FOR SALE
Car
1971 Chevy MahOu
Good cond 357406?.
Buy lor less than rent
Across from campus. 10 x 50
Palace Ranch Home. 35?tltt.
Firewood for sale. Oak,
Hickory, Ash, Apple &
Maple. 787-4114 or 717 3(71.
FOR RENT
Houses for rent for Fall Ph
35? 4380

THAT'S H FBtT
WHALE OTA BUSINESS!
WHALING IN THE NEW WORLD WAS STARTED IN
SOUTHAMPTON,N.V. IN IM4.TOWNSPEOPLE MADE A
BUSINESS OP CUTTING UP AND SELLING
WHALES THAT DRIFTED ASHORE IN THEIR
VlClNITVj

Tat

GO FOR BROKE?

STRIKE IT RICH!
THE FIRST GOLD NUGGET FOUND
IN AMERICA WAS UNEARTHED IN
NORTH CAROLINA IN 1799.'

THATS WHAT YOUCAN DOGO fOR BROKE-IP you
DON T TAKE CAKE Of THAT
RAINY DAY POSB/B/L/TK
AND THE BEST PROTECTORS AGAINST FINANCIAL
INSECURITY-ARE
US SAYIN66 BONO* '

SIGN UP FOR THE
K4YROU SAVINGS PLAN

•ft

MEREYOVWORKAN?
STAY OUT OF mm
WEATHER.'
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Past, present Falcons share spots
in BG football record rundown
By Kevin CoHey
Sports Editor
While glancing through the 1977 University football
pressbook a guide to local and area media covering the
Falcon grid contests) I happened across a section
detailing the various records and accomplishments of the
BG grid squads dating back to the year 1919 when Bowling
Green Normal College sent its first football 11 onto the
gridiron.
Some of the records are comparable to thoe achieved
yearly in collegiate play, but a few stand out.
For example:

In 1921 the Bowling Green Normals (Falcons became
the school name in 1927) scored 22 touchdowns in a 151-11
trouncing of Findlay College. Apparently, however, that
squad lacked scoring consistency as they were dumped 270 by Ashland the following week. In fact, outside of the 151
points run up against Findlay, the team managed only 28
points in four other games that season. It did, however
post a 3-1-1 record under then coach Earl C. Kreiger.
THE MOST POINTS scored by a Falcon team in a MidAmerican Conference i MAC) contest came in 1956 when
the locals hit paydirt 11 times in a 73-0 shellacking of
Defiance i then an MAC member). In that season, Bowling
Green went undefeated under head coach Doyt I.. Perry,
OUtacoring opponents 311-99 in nine contests.
The most points ever scored by both teams in one game
{excluding the 151 in the 1919 Findlay contest) was84 in
1973 when Bowling Green and Toledo combined for 84
tallies in a 49-35 BG win.
On the other side of the ledger, the locals have had their
share of defensive lapses as well.
In 1920, Michigan Normal rolled up a 68-0 embarrassment. I.ast year, the University of TennesseeChattanooga scored 49 to rank sixth on the most ever
opponents scoring list.
IN TEAM RECORDS, Bowling Green has gone undefeated five times the first in 1928 when it was 5-0-2 and
the last in 1959 when the Falcons were 9-04).
The only school grid contingent to go winless was the
1919 team that finished the season with three losses in
three games.
The winningest coach ever for the University was Doyt
L. Perry (for whom the stadium was named). In his ten
years as the Falcon grid boss, Perry led Falcon teams to
five MAC titles, three runnerup finishes and two third slot
efforts. His teams compiled a nine year record of 46-9-5 for
a winning percentage of .856, were undefeated during the
1959 season and outscored opponents 2,191-814 during
Perry's reign from 1955 to 1964.

Perry: winningest Falcon mentor

Miller: holds TD pass mark

IN THE INDIVIDUAL play categories, three active
Falcons are etched in the recordbooks. BG signal-caller,
Mark Miller, holds the record for the longest touchdown
pass, a 96-yarder in las tyear's San Diego State game and
Falcon punter and defensive back, Greg Kampe holds the
longest punt mark: a 77 yardboot in the 1975 Southern
Mississippi contest.
Running back Dan Saleet has the distinction for the
longest non-scoring runs, 52 and 51 yards against Brigham

Young in 1975.
The longest scoring run by a BG gridder was an 85-yard
jaunt by Tony Trent in a 1964 battle with Toledo. The
longest non-scoring pass was a 74-yard aerial from Vern
Wireman to Bob Zimpfer versus Utah State in 1969.
The most points ever accrued by a BG grid squad over
an entire season is 311 during the 1956 season.
In 58 years of football, Bowling Green has a won lost
record of 286-160 with 46 ties for a .628 winning percentage
over 492 games. During that time span, the locals have
locked horns with 73 college opponents and seven noncollege teams.

MIXED COUPLES
18 HOLE

GOLF TOURNAMENT
AUGUST 28

BGSU GOLF COURSE

DORSEY'S
REXALL
DRUGS
500 E. WOOSTER
"BY THE TRACKS"
Don't forget

MEMBERS ONLY
HANDICAP
Sign up at BGSU Golf Club House

your prescriptions

Tournament will be played rain or shine so dress accordingly.

this fall.

Tee-off Time:

1:00 p.m.

COME OUT AND HAVE FUN

to bring us

from home

See You Again
In September

Former Hoosier Miday
to join BG cage squad
Mike Miday, a former
high school All-American
and a member of Indiana
University's cage squad
last season has announced
that he will enroll at the
University this fall.
As a transfer student, the
6-8, 215-pound forward will
sit out a year before
becoming eligible to
compete during the 1978-79
season.
Miday, who was named
on the honorable mention
lists of several prep AllAmerican teams while
playing for the Canton
Timken High School,
played in three games last
season for Indiana before
he left the team and withdrew from school after the
fall term. He started one
game
(Toledo)
and
averaged six points a game
while playing 41 minutes
for the Hoosiers.
He attended Malone
College at his home in
Canton this past winter and
recently was the only nonletter winning collegiate
player Invited to try out for
the
United
States
basketball team which is
competing this month in
the World University
games.

As a senior at Canton
Timken during the 1975-76
season, Miday was runnerup to Butch Carter of
Middletown for Class AAA
Player-of-the-Year honors
and a first team All-Ohio
selection by both wire
services.

"I decided on Bowling
Green because I can really
relate to Coach Weinert. "I
can really talk to him and
my visit to campus was
just great. I liked the
school and the people I met
there," Miday said.
"This was a very tough
decision to make," he
added. "It was a lot
tougher than it was when I
was a senior."

He averaged 23 points
and 14 rebounds a game
and had a single-game high
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Miday said that BG and
western power Nevada-Las
Vegas were the two schools
that he was considering
when he made his choice.
"There's no doubt in my
mind that Mike Miday is an
outstanding athlete," said
Falcon roundball mentor
Weinert. "He is a very
agressive player who plays
with such enthusiasm and
intensity that he can turn a
crowd or a team with his
ability to play the game.
His presence is going to
mean a great deal to our
basketball program at
Bowling Green."

Wednesday, August 24, 1977
of 57 points as a senior. He
was the second player
signed by Indiana's 1976
NCAA champions and was
a member of the Hoosier
freshmen basketball
recruits which were rated
second in the nation by
Basketball
Weekly
magazine.
One of his best high
school efforts came against
Canton McKinley when he
scored 26 points and had 19
rebounds in a match-up
with Phil Hubbard, the
current University of
Michigan star.

Athletics.
from pg. 5
strongly emphasized in
both intercollegiate sports
and intramurals.
Following the same path
of Bucknell is the wellknown and prestigious
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT).
MIT fields 22 intercollegiate athletic
teams and competes as a
Division HI member in the
NCAA. MIT equips and
fields these teams without
recruiting, offering
scholarships or charging
admission to athletic
events.
In 1975. MIT spent
1820,000 on its athletic
program, $325,000 which
went to the 22 sports and
the rest to five women's
varsity sports, physical
education, intramurals and
club sports. This amount
can be compared to
Michigan's $4.1 million
budget or UCLA's 13.3
million budget.
Even MIT admits it will
never break even; sports at
MIT are strictly for the
student's enjoyment.
TWENTY-SIX ACRES
on the MIT campus are
devoted to athletics. The
complex includes baseball
fields, lacrosse-soccertrack stadium, a rugby
field, a tennis bubble, a

gymnasium, a field house,
an indoor track-basketball
facility, sailing pavilion, a
swimming pool and a boat
house.
Most of this complex was
made available through
donations and grants to the
school, and it's not the
football team that prompts
alumni to make huge
contributions; MIT doesn't
have a football team.
Despite the academicgrueling schedule MIT
students face, 68 per cent of
the student body competes
in some form of organized
athletics, including 800
teams in 19 intramural
sports. One-thousand of
the total undergraduate
enrollment of 4,000 make
up the 22 intercollegiate
teams.
These two schools
deemphasize sports as a
means of winning and
concentrate primarily on
student participation in the
athletic forum.
The
University
of
Chicago still emphasizes
sports, both intercollegiate
and Intramurals, but as
part of the school's
educational program.
Their intramural program
involves 4,000 students
from a total of 5,400
graduate students and 2,100
undergraduates.
It is in these ways that

sports may soon come to be
known at many universities across the country.
Many
students
are
rejecting the traditional
view of competition and the
idea of big spending, bigtime sports. The roots of
this feeling can be found in
the "Artichoke War" on the
campus of Scottsdale
Community College in
Scottsdale, Arizona.
AS A RESULT of a
movement to deemphasize
athletics, in favor of
spending in academic
areas, the artichoke
became the school's official mascot and pink and
white became the school
colors.
The District Board of
Education voted in this
fashion as a result of
student body pressure.
Also out-of-county and outof-state recruitment of
athletes was prohibited at
the same time.
The so-called "artichoke
movement" may someday
be found on many college
campuses across the
country.
Whoever heard of the
Bowling Green Carrot
Sticks playing the Scottsdale Artichokes in the
post-season(ing) Salad
Bowl?

Constructive Criticism.
In 1833. people thought the idea of a "balloon
Irame" house was full of hot air.
Back then, houses were built with massive beams
by skilled craftsmen. But Augustus Deodat Taylor
had a new idea. Just build a cage like frame of two
by fours and nail the siding and roof right to it.
"A house like that would be picked up and blown
away by the prairie winds like a toy balloon." the
critics cried.
Not so. For it turned out the "balloon frame"
house was even stronger than conventional models.
Taylor's new idea made quick and easy settlement
of the West a reality. And helped build a strong, new
country.
Today, the building goes on. thanks to over 9V»
million Americans buying U.S. Savings Bonds
through the Payroll Savings Plan.
They know while they're looking out for their
future, they're looking out for America's future, too.
So buy U.S. Savings Bonds.
When it comes to saving, they're mighty con
structive.
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